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Why was the church involved in the elections?
The election of November 5, 1991 is over. Initiative 119 which called for “Death with Dignity” was 
defeated despite the strong publicity that citizens of Washington state supported euthanasia by 
an overwhelming majority. We are still waiting for the final results of Initiative 120.!
In the aftermath of the election, countless people have asked why the church was involved in 
this election. Why did the church speak out so strongly on the issues? Why were convocations 
of parish leaders held throughout the state to provide people with information and education 
about the initiatives? The answer is very simple: The church was fulfilling its political 
responsibility of addressing issues which touch human life.!

A religious call!
The recent statement by the administrative board of the National Conference of Catholic 
Bishops explains the position of the church in a very effective way. It states, "While it is 
increasingly acknowledged that major public issues have clear moral dimensions and religious 
values have significant public consequences, there is often confusion and controversy over the 
participation of religious groups in public life." !
The statement goes on to say, “The religious community has important responsibilities in 
political life. We believe our nation is enriched and our traditions of pluralism enhanced when 
religious groups join with others in the debate over the policies and vision that ought to guide 
our nation. Our constitution protects the right of religious bodies to speak out without 
governmental interference, endorsement or sanction. Religious groups should expect neither 
favoritism nor discrimination in their public roles. The national debate is not enhanced by 
ignoring or ruling out the contributions of citizens because their convictions are grounded in 
religious belief." !

A community of conscience!
The bishops say, "We join the public debate to share our experience in serving the poor and 
vulnerable and to add our values to the national dialogue over our nation's future. What we seek 
is not a religious interest group, but a community of conscience within the larger society, testing 
public life on these central values. Our starting point and objectives are neither partisan nor 
ideological, but are focused on the fundamental dignity of the human person which cuts across 
the political categories of our day."!
"We hope American Catholics, as both believers and citizens, will use the resources of our faith 
and the opportunities of this democracy to help shape a society more respectful of the life, 
dignity and rights of the human person, especially the poor and vulnerable." !
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After the election!
There is no doubt that citizens of Washington state supported the value of life in the recent 
election. Yet, the challenge remains. Efforts must be made to address the culture and the 
climate in our society which promote euthanasia. Ways must be found to support the terminally 
ill through adequate healthcare insurance available to all people. Support for hospice programs 
must be found which makes this service available to more people. Single women with children 
need to be affirmed in their commitment to life and programs of housing, employment and 
adequate daycare facilities must be more available. !
Religious faith is most relevant when it touches human life and responds to human need. If the 
church were not to speak out on such issues, it would be irrelevant to the life of the human 
community. May all of us as members of the Roman Catholic faith community have the courage 
and faith to fulfill our political responsibility. May God's gifts of grace and peace be yours. 
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